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Abstract
Concept is on the most important and primary elements during the design process. Through the history, nature has been always a
source of inspiration for the human begin in different aspects of their life. Architecture interiors as one of the remarkable features 
in every society cannot be separated from nature. Nowadays architects and interior designers are constructing buildings without 
having a specific target or goal which decreases the value of the buildings. Various designers have been using concepts inspired 
from nature but still there are some missing parts in one of their forms, function, or structure. Therefore, the best solution for the 
architects and designers to increase the optimization in their design works is looking at the nature in every aspect deeper and try 
to apply them in their conceptual design of their project which is the heart of the design process while other architects have 
neglected concepts of nature despite that the surrounding environment and nature always influences human perception. The aim 
of this research is to understand the relationship between nature and human perception and the role that nature plays in 
architectural interiors to achieve buildings integrated with the surrounding environment. Also it draws attention of architects to 
nature and inspiration from nature in different perspectives. This paper presents projects having different concepts in architectural 
and interior design to make guidelines for designing buildings integrated with nature through example analysis. This paper 
concludes the importance of making a complete integration between the building exterior, interior and the surrounding nature by 
using a clear natural concept from the surrounding environment to be solving the design problems.
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1. Introduction
Nature is an emotional element within the surrounding environment and is an important aspect to deal with 
everyday affecting everything around human. Human always communicates with nature; since starting to build 
shelters and using them, nature has been used as an important and basic part in the plans and designs. Human being
noticed the advantages of communicating with nature as; health, less stress and sickness. Plants and green spaces can 
help in perfection and safety in the cities and improvement of social relationship and interaction in residential 
environments 5.
Most of the sciences start to look back to nature and inspire from it and many research and studies are done 
through this, the idea started from 1998 by Janine Benyus. Nowadays many researchers are working on it because 
they feel that nature is a great source to inspire from it. Jirapong believes that nature has many great lessons for 
human to study and learn from it. The creativity use of material, resourcefulness structural systems act in response to 
dissimilar kind of climatic and environmental forces. Tomasz and Rafal in their Structural design inspired by nature 
are saying “Complicated design problems needs novel solution to solve and as most of the solution already done in 
nature” 2.
The realization that individuals exist within enclosed structures for most of their live has become increasingly 
important. Designers need to understand how spaces affect individuals to design spaces balancing the stress of 
everyday life and create environments of personal well-being 3. Therefore, there is a need for a theoretical and 
conceptual framework in obtaining guidelines for designing new natural buildings to be integrated with the 
surrounding environment.
2. Literature survey
Frank Lloyd wright one of the leading figures of the 20th century architecture says “nature and natural processes 
are the guiding principles or the main metaphors of the design approach”. Wright discovered the principle of order 
and unity in nature 10. These principles include unity of site, structure, unity of form and function, natural materials 
and colors. The metaphors of Frank Lloyd Wright, is characterized by additive simple volumes interlocking with 
relative freedom to each other and putting inconsideration the functional needs. “Form follows function” was put 
into practice by Wright 13.
Le Corbusier supported the Bauhaus program and his projects involved him to investigate domestic space. The 
most successful metaphoric process is Notre Dame du Haute Ron champ Chapel, by Le Corbusier built in France in 
1955 11. The building symbolizes spirituality in form and details. The architectural form of the chapel was 
influenced by the idea of a ship. Charles Jencks, have remarked on the building’s resemblance to everything from an 
ocean liner, the flying winged headdress of a French nun and even a big fat duck 9.
Mies van der Rohe his memorable metaphor “less is more” gives the idea of reducing architectural design to its 
minimal and basic nature.  The application of metaphor in his work was achieved by reducing spatial dimensions to 
the minimum, eliminating unnecessary materials and decoration, as well as designing with simple details 13. Andrew
Ortony has identified three characteristics of metaphors utility: vividness, compactness and expressibility, short 
metaphors carry a great deal of abstract and intangible information in a concise and memorable package. Lakoff 
says that “New metaphors create the entire conceptual system that human activities depend on” 12.
Metaphors as literary and scientific structures are the reflections of a certain era, its culture and its environment. 
Tatlin used time as the fourth dimension. He created metaphor for interactive space reversing the interior and 
exterior space relationship incorporating the converted with each other. He used skeletal structure as a metaphor on 
the external surface it is beyond the interplay between exterior and interior 10.
Architects apply verbal and conceptual metaphor on visual images as well as visual metaphors and by using 
different interpretations transform them into visual images. It is much more intelligent than using visual metaphors 
straightaway and it creates more developed architectural designs because the same abstract concept changes from 
one architect to another and varies according to different views of the same architect at different times.
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Contemporary architects reach developed, effective meanings by making mental shifts between verbal and visual 
metaphors. Metaphors play at important role in formation of identity. Creative metaphors enrich a certain cultural 
environment by adding new meanings 10.
3. Definition of architectural environmental metaphor
There exist different definitions for the word “metaphor” by architects and designers; it has been defined as direct 
comparison between two or more seemingly unrelated subjects 11. Charles Jecks confirms that interpretation on 
Metaphor in architecture is easier than that in verbal language because it contains local codes agreed by the 
community. Christine Wonoseputro considered metaphor as transformation process from abstracts into material or 
visual image 4.
Nezih Ayiran defined metaphor as “imaginative rationality” appears to be quite appropriate tools for solving 
problems since they unite rationality and imagination 10. Oswald Mathias called for the power of metaphor in design 
to act as a tool for creative architectural design 4.
3.1. Types and sources of metaphor
There are two types of metaphors; direct metaphor which is headed the metaphor form to harmony with the 
surrounding and with the receiver by the form stimulation to objects seen before and became familiar and a part of 
the memory and indirect metaphor which borrows the objective principles that guide the environmental composition 
(topology..). There exist different sources of metaphor such as: from architecture or outside architecture such as: 
literature, religious, environment, art and man-made 4.
3.2. Appearance and importance of metaphor
Designs influenced by metaphor was originated through a philosophical story for the legend of Spake 
Zarathustra, who lived in the mountains and isolated from people, the legend influenced the architects at that time 
and started to appear on the work of the expressionist architects in Germany. After a period of time European 
architects were influenced by the drawings and started creating a new type of architecture inspired by the shape of 
the mountains and started extracting the function of the design from it 4.
New design metaphors are capable of creating new understanding and therefore, new realities. It creates new 
architecture integrated with the environment to achieve human needs and satisfaction. It approaches building forms 
to the elements in nature to be familiar for human being. It is an important and effective tool for creativity and it 
gives the ability for designers to express their own ideas and find several design solutions 13.
4. Historical development of architectural environmental metaphor
4.1. Architectural interior and metaphor
From the beginning of creation, human being was surrounded by nature. Nature has been a source of inspiration 
for human being in different aspects of their life and it can be a reflection of a person's beliefs and desires 2. Human 
is considered a part of the surrounding nature and also the surrounding environment has an impact on human 15. The 
effects of the environment on human are through responses of an emotional nature. In fact human resort to nature for 
relaxation 2, refreshment and calmness due to its impact on person and giving the sense of inner happiness desired 1.
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It is one of the most powerful and 
lasting architecture. It is based on 
the column, capital, cornice, 
pylon, obelisk and stone structure. 
Egyptian architecture reflects a 
religious society that sees the 
world in repeating cycles, floods 
of the Nile, changing seasons, life 
and death 8, Fig 1.
(a) (b)
Fig 1. (a) showing lotus shaped columns, 




The design is dynamic and 
characterized by continuity which 
is the same attributes of metaphor. 
It is also influenced by natural 
world 8, Fig 2.
(a)
(b)
Fig 2. (a) illustrates development of flower 
to design Mashrabeya (b) Showing the 
Stalactites influenced by Stalactite of caves
Vernacular
architecture
It is architecture of traditions built 
by human experiences and not 
with architects. It is a functional 
architecture influenced by the 
surrounding nature and 
environment; it satisfies human 
needs and differs from one culture 
to another 6, Fig 3.
(a) (b)
Fig 3. (a) shows the Nubians architecture 
influenced by nature of their culture (b)
Shows the use of the existing materials and 




It is inspired from sculptured 
forms and living organisms. There 
is a unity and harmony in design 
with nature and human. The 
design becomes familiar with 
human in its different elements. It 
is an organic design away from 
sharp edges and geometry and 
based on functionality. Some 
concepts are in advance with 
technology 6, Fig 4.
(a)
(b)
Fig 4. (a) Wright exterior design influenced 
by shell shape (b) Wright interior design 
influenced by shell shape
Postmodern
architecture
The postmodern architects search 
for new design language. Their 
innovative designs and forms are 
creative. Complexity becomes the 
ornament and discards the history 
in design. New technology is 
basic during the design process. 
Architects reject the principle of 
international styles such as: pure 
form, form follows function; they 
mix symbolic images with their 




Fig 5. (a) Building sketch influenced by the 
tree leave (b) shows influencing from leave 
skin in interior space
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5. Effect of metaphor on interior design
Table 2. Effect of environmental metaphoric architecture on interior space 
Traditional treatments Reusing and revitalization of atriums and court yards to provide natural 
ventilation inside the building reflecting on the interior design. Designers 
start to develop old architectural treatments and create new ones such as: 
Mashrabeya and courtyards.
Shape Development Old shapes depend on boring traditional repetition, straight edges and 
similarity of spaces. The shapes developed and architects start treating the 
form by using new techniques and technology to make a unique design, the 
new technology prevents separation between the interior and the exterior 
forms and making new ones.
Space Development Changes in the interior space took place due to the technological 
developments. Several studies are done due to these changes resulting in the 
creation of new buildings spaces called “electronic space” or “space of 
flows” which is integrated with the surrounding environment.
Function 
Development
Changes in the interior function took place due to the technological 
developments. In which the main reason for designing an interior space is 
achieving a suitable living respecting the interior and the exterior 
environment and achieving the future needs for human.  
Module Development Module is an important part in architecture as it was used as a measuring 
unit, then it depended on the three dimensional grid. After the three 
dimensional technology human being became the measuring unit for 
everything 4.
Table 3. Effect of environmental metaphoric architecture on interior elements
Floors  Appearance of new techniques for floors such as sense flooring and flooring 
reacting with lightings influenced by systems of living creatures.
Appearance of moving topological flooring influenced by the motion of trees 
due to wind.
Walls  Appearance of Genetic algorithm walls influenced by creature’s relaxation and 
reaction towards their own environment, also the reacting walls used for 
elevations influenced by the Dorsera Capensis plant.
Ceiling New types of ceilings appeared such as: fixed environmental metaphoric ceiling 
influenced by tree shape and movable environmental metaphoric ceilings 
influenced by birds wings.
Materials New materials appeared such as: property changing materials influenced by 
systems of living human beings. 
Furniture New concepts has appeared in furniture styles such as: new naturalism 
influenced by the surrounding environment and the multipurpose furniture 
some are influenced by earth shape and the genetic furniture influenced by the 
systems of living creatures and the morphological furniture influenced by 
plants, insects, sea creatures, planets…etc 4.
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6. Architects and metaphor
In the early periods the only source for the human being to take an idea was nature, but due to the technological 
developments the ability to create new products increased. Their respect to nature decreased and sometimes nature is 
forgotten. There is less consideration of inspiration from nature in many projects that's why designers should 
combine between projects conceptual design and nature. The best projects are that of different aspects of inspiration 
from nature 2. Some architects and designers are still affected by nature in some of their designs, despite of 
nowadays technological developments such as: Norman foster, Zaha Hadid, Frank Gerry and James Law...etc and 
this may give hope indicator for the relation between designers and nature in the future.
Table 4. Comparison between different metaphoric designs
Norman Foster
‘Masdar headquarter’
It is designed as the world’s first mixed use and positive energy 
building using sustainable design; it is designed to be the centerpiece 
of Masdar city.
The building form is sculptured and influenced by the tree structure 
in its exterior and interior contributing it with the culture and is 
functioned to be used as a ventilating and source of light element 14,
Fig 6.
(c) (d)
Fig 6. (a) Masdar headquarter exterior, figure (b) Masdar headquarter 
interior, figure (c) Showing the cone providing natural light and 




The building is influenced by the sand dunes in the exterior and 
interior as it is located in the desert and using the waves in the 
interior to show the rhythm of music inside, Fig 7.
(b) (c)
Fig 7. (a) Shows the Guangzhou opera exterior, figure (b) Shows the 
Guangzhou opera interior, figure (c) Design influenced by sand 
dunes.
Frank Gerry
‘Walt Disney Concert Hall’
(b)
The masses of the building is inspired from the sea waves, while the 
steel cladding of the building's exterior is inspired from the fish peel. 
The design of the main hall shows the struggle in sea waves, also the 
plan for the music hall is inspired from the shape of the fish. Using 
different inspirations from nature lead the building to achieve 
integration between the building and the surrounding environment, 
Fig 8.
(c)
Fig 8. (a) shows Walt Disney hall exterior, figure (b) shows Walt 
Disney hall interior, figure (c) design influenced by sea waves
Santiago Calatrava
‘City of arts and sciences’
The aim of the design of the building is to show the relation between 
the eyelid and the iris, also it is influenced by the animal skeleton to 
be familiar to human perception. Calatrava, the creator, says: As this 
site is close to the sea and Valencia is a dry region, I decided to use 









Fig 9. (a) City of arts exterior, (b) City of arts interior, fig. (c) Design 
influenced by human eye.
James Law
‘Taiwan City Art Museum’
(a)
The aim of the design of the building was to create a building that 
becomes an art piece of itself for unique and flexible spaces. The 
building exterior and interior is composed of a group of bubbles 
above each other. Using the bubbles in the interior facade to 
strengthen the circulation and it converted the Museum into a piece 
of art which provides natural lighting and ventilation inside the 
building 4, Fig 10.
Fig 10. (a) Art museum bubbly exterior, fig. (b, c) Art museum 
bubbly interior.
Table 5: Comparison between metaphoric architects
Norman Foster -Thinking of an environment that rebuilt itself by itself.
-Using natural lighting to achieve least cost of consuming energy.
-Influenced by Islamic architecture and using modules in the building 
design.
Zaha Hadid -Providing an economical building and using new building materials, 
new shapes, and colors all influenced by nature.
-The art side plays a role in the design and the disappearance of normal 
and traditional forms.
Frank Gerry -Using unfamiliar materials in the furnishing.
-A great knowledge and technological experience with materials 
selection, ways of applications and creating new sustainable materials 
instead of natural ones.
James Law -Creating more awareness to healthy environments to live and work in.
-Using technology in the building that connects between construction 
and technique.
-Develop designs in the building interior and exterior.
Santiago Calatrava -Making complicated designs and organized interiors.
-Influenced by structure of bones that starts with a fixed structure and 
ending with movable ones.
Table 6: Guidelines for environmental metaphoric interior architecture
Concept Extracting multiple concepts related to design problem
Finding a relationship between the metaphoric concept and the problem
Changing the scale of the used concept to prevent boring repetition
Metaphor can include any expression a person sees, hears or feels to be a source 
of metaphor in design
Nature is the main inspiration for all designs within the building including 
exterior, interior space and interior elements
Using a clear concept to avoid criticism 
Looking at nature with deeper aspect before applying




Reaching a new design with metaphor which have never been existing before to 
act as a piece of art in the place
Approaching the design with familiar forms for visitors
(c)(b)
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materials-
colors)
Make a clear study to the building culture, surroundings and history of location
Reflecting human attitudes, behavior, environment and technology
Putting into consideration human scale and proportion
Integrating the interior with the exterior design to achieve continuity
Putting into consideration human and functional needs
Design influenced by colors and materials of the existing culture
Human being is a main element in design
Creating a new type of architecture integrating with all types of cultures
Adding curves and organic lines to add beauty to the design
Using roof gardens and make visitors feel safe within the space
If a house built on a hill it should be belonging to it
Using furniture that has beauty of minimalist, nature and organic techniques.
Creating new types of module that depend on human such as: fractals
Beauty is put into consideration
Reducing decorative elements and work on a simple design
Using natural and local materials in design
Treatment Environmental treatments differs according to culture of the building
Achieving comfort by energy conservation and efficiency 
Treating the interior elements such as: walls, ceiling and floors
The reuse and revitalization of environmental treatments.
High tech Technology takes place in design
Using nanomaterials and nanosensors
Provide high tech interior spaces ex: electronic spaces.
7. Conclusion
To achieve the aim of the study a short review took place, all through the history, nature has been a part of 
architecture from the time that human directly used it by living in the caves and using building material according to 
the nature of its surrounding, after industrialization designs changed by the new materials, tools and technologies 
and inspiration of nature took place in architecture; but it is not all what architecture took from nature, by taking a 
short look to the development of architecture, form, function and space quality and some of the main factors which 
has been taken into consideration, all through the history of classic architecture, and has been extended to today’s 
architecture, so it is important to make a complete integration between the building exterior, interior and the 
surrounding nature by using a clear natural concept from the surrounding environment to be solving the design 
problems and applying it on the building including the form, shape, function, materials, colors, furniture, structure, 
interior elements, equipment and environmental treatments.
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